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Abstract
Reinforcement learning in physical world is often
expensive. Simulators are commonly employed to
train policies. Due to the simulation error, trainedin-simulator policies are hard to be directly deployed in physical world. Therefore, how to efficiently reuse these policies to the real environment is a key issue. To address this issue, this
paper presents a policy self-evolution process: in
the target environment, the agent firstly executes
a few calibration actions to perceive the environment, and then reuses the previous policies according to the observation of the environment. In this
way, the mission of policy learning in the target
environment is reduced to the task of environment
identification through executing the calibration actions, which needs much less samples than learning a policy from scratch. We propose the POSEC
(POlicy Self-Evolution by Calibration) approach,
which learns the most informative calibration actions for policy self-evolution. Taking three robotic
arm controlling tasks as the test beds, we show that
the proposed method can learn a fine policy for a
new arm with only a few (e.g. five) samples of the
target environment.

1

Introduction

Reinforcement learning aims at continually improving the
decision-making ability of an agent through autonomous
trial-and-errors interactions with the environment [Sutton and
Barto, 1998]. Recently, reinforcement learning has shown
significant progress in applications [Silver et al., 2016; Mnih
et al., 2015]. However, the state-of-the-art reinforcement
learning algorithms would still require a lot of environment
samples (e.g., millions) in order to learn a good policy [Silver
et al., 2016]. Such high sample amount requirement blocks
reinforcement learning approaches from many applications in
∗
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physical world, where every environment sample can be expensive. For examples, a trial of physical robot experiment
commonly takes time from minutes to hours, a trial of stock
investment additionally takes money, and a trial of medical
treatment can even cost life.
To alleviate the high training cost of reinforcement learning in physical world, simulators are commonly employed.
Besides commercial simulators for special applications, there
have been developed open-source simulators such as in the
OpenAI Gym [Brockman et al., 2016], which have significantly facilitated the recent advances of reinforcement learning research. However, as a compromise on the cheap samples, simulators always have simulation errors. Policies
trained in a simulator can behave quite differently in the real
environment, particularly when the agent takes many steps
such that the simulator error accumulates. Therefore, how
to rapidly adapt trained-in-simulator policies to the real environment is a key issue for applying reinforcement learning in
physical world applications.
Studies on transfer reinforcement learning aims at solving
the policy adaptation problem across environments [Mehta et
al., 2008]. Transfer reinforcement learning approaches try to
reuse the experience from similar tasks, so that a good policy for a new environment can be obtained with a small cost.
These approaches can be roughly categorized according to
the type of the experience they reuse. Sample-based transfer approaches transfer the source task samples to the target
task. While transferring samples directly is often prone to
negative transfer [Lazaric et al., 2008], representations and
model parameters could be more consistent across domains.
Thus a bunch of studies focused on representation transfer
and parameter transfer, which generally learn some higherlevel characteristics from a set of source tasks and reuse the
characteristics during the learning on target tasks. Different
transfer reinforcement learning approaches also assume different situations. While, in this work, we focus on adapting
trained-in-simulator policies to the real environment, where
the simulators have been designed to have the same goal, state
space and action spaces with the real environment.
The design of the simulator usually allows a trained-insimulator policy to be directly executable in the real environment. But the policy may have insufficient performance
due to the inaccuracy of the simulated dynamics. If the agent
can perceive its environment and adjust the policy according
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Figure 1: Illustration of policy self-evolution of POSEC using calibration actions. In a new environment, the agent executes the calibration
actions to collect observations about the environment, predicts the combination weights of base polices, and obtains the final policy to run in
the environment.

to the perceived environment information, we could obtain a
good performance policy immediately in the target environment instead of re-training the policy. This observation leads
to our idea that, when the agent is deployed in the target environment, it first performs a few calibration actions for perceiving the environment, and then derives a self-evolved policy from a set of pre-trained policies. In this way, the policy
learning mission for the target environment is reduced to the
environment identification task through executing the calibration actions, which may need much less environment samples
than learning a policy from scratch. Recently, [Zhou, 2016]
proposed the new concept of learnware, with properties of
reusability, evolvability and comprehensibility. The evolvability emphasizes the self-evolution ability of a pre-trained
model to get accustomed to new environments, for which the
pre-trained model should be able to perceive the environment
changes and then adapt itself to the new environments. It is
evident that the study reported in this paper can be viewed as
an effort towards this direction.
In this paper, we propose the POSEC (POlicy SelfEvolution by Calibration) approach to implement this idea. In
a new environment, or whenever the policy outcome is found
unexpected, the agent can run the self-evolution process illustrated in Figure 1. First, it executes a few calibration actions.
From the observations after the actions, a policy is obtained
through combining the pre-trained base policies. This policy
is the self-evolved policy that is to run in the environment. By
POSEC, only a few samples from the target environment are
needed to obtain a fine policy. In order to realize this calibration process, the calibration actions, the regression model,
and the base policies need to be pre-trained. The training of
these components are in the off-line stage with the assistant
of a parameterized simulator, and is consists of three steps: in
the first step, a set of simulated tasks are drawn with the help
of the randomized simulator, and base policies are obtained
by a heavy learning in each of the task, which is doable due to
the cheap cost of training in the simulator; in the second step,
a new batch of simulated tasks is drawn, in each of which
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the best combination of the base policies is calculated; in the
third stage, POSEC searches for the best calibration actions,
of which the observed outcome lead to the best prediction of
the solved combination weights.
We apply POSEC to three robotic arm controlling tasks. A
simulator of an arm with configurable lengths is employed,
and the observed outcome of calibration actions is the end
effector position of the arm. POSEC is then asked to control
new arms with randomly assigned arm lengths. Experiment
results show that POSEC can lead to a high reward policy
with only a few (1, 5 and 10) calibration actions, which can be
even better than reinforcement learning training from scratch
using a million samples.
The rest of this paper starts from introducing the related
work, then the proposed approach, the experiment results, and
the conclusion are in the sections followed.

2
2.1

Background
Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning enables an agent to autonomously
discover the optimal policy through autonomous trial-anderror interactions with its environment [Sutton and Barto,
1998]. It is commonly studied through Markov Decision Process (MDP). An MDP consists of state space S, action space
A, reward function R(s,a), transition function P (s0 |s, a), and
discounted factor γ. The goal of reinforcement learning is to
find an optimal policy π ∗ : S × A → R that maps states to
distribution of actions so as to maximize the total reward. In
the discounted setting, the expected value of discounted total
rewards Jπ starting from an initial state s0 is:
X∞
J(π) = Es0 ,a0 ,... [
γ t r(st )],
t=0

where at ∼ π(·|st ) and st+1 ∼ P (·|st , at ). Consider the
horizon of T steps , this expression can be rewritten as the
expectation over all trajectories of length T , as
Z
J(π) =
Pπ (τ )R(τ )dτ,
T
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where τ is a trajectory in the trajectory space T , Pπ (τ ) is
the probability that executing the policy π will generate the
trajectory τ , and R(τ ) is the return of τ . We will rely more
on the trajectory-wise form of the expected total reward.
Classical reinforcement learning approaches solve the best
policy π that maximizes the expected total reward J(π). According to whether the MDP will be estimated, reinforcement
learning approaches can be categorized as model-based approaches [Deisenroth and Rasmussen, 2011; Brafman and
Tennenholtz, 2002; Jong and Stone, 2007] and model-free
approaches [Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Strehl et al., 2006;
Sutton et al., 2000]. In this work, we consider model-free
reinforcement learning. According to whether the policy is
directed learned, the approaches can be categorized as valuebased approaches [Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Ratitch and
Precup, 2004] and policy search approaches [Sutton et al.,
2000]. This work builds on top of reinforcement learning approaches, and both categories can be employed.
Classical reinforcement learning approaches train and use
the policy in the same environment. However, the environment often changes in applications. For example, the policy
for controlling a robotic arm could be trained in a simulator
with some simulation error. More commonly, an aged robotic
arm changes its dynamics. Thus, a robust policy should has
the ability of adapting to its environment.

2.3

Derivative-free optimization methods solve an optimization
task arg minx f (x) by utilizing only the information of the
function values of f on sampled solutions. They perform the
optimization in a trial-and-error way that commonly consists
of a sampling step generating samples of x from some experience model, and a learning step updating the experience
model from the samples. Different derivative-free optimization methods mainly differ in the design of the model and the
sampling approach. Representative methods include heuristic
approaches such as simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick et al.,
1983], CMA-ES [Hansen and Ostermeier, 2001], and more
recently theoretical-grounded approaches such as Bayesian
optimization [Shahriari et al., 2016], optimistic optimization [Munos, 2014], and RACOS [Yu et al., 2016; Hu et al.,
2017].
Since derivative-free optimization methods rely only the
function values but not the gradient of the function, these
methods can be applied in a wide range of optimization problems, including non-differentiable and non-convex functions.
This work involves a task of optimizing the calibration actions with the target that the resulting performance is maximized. This optimization is non-differentiable, thus we will
employ the derivative-free method to solve the optimization.

3
2.2

Transfer Reinforcement Learning

Transfer learning reuses the experiences gained from previous tasks to help the learning in the target task [Pan et al.,
2011]. For reinforcement learning, reuse of the experience
can reduce the sample requirement to the new environments.
According to the type of experience that the target task receives from the source task, transfer reinforcement learning
approaches can be roughly divided into sample transfer, representation transfer and parameter transfer. Sample transfer
algorithms mainly reuse the samples from the source tasks
in the target task. Direct reusing the samples from different
tasks has a large risk of negative transfer, and thus the samples need to be carefully handled. Representation and model
parameters can better reflect the similarity among tasks in our
setting, which is conducive to generalization.
Parameter transfer methods often explicitly define a distribution on the task space and try to learn and adapt policy
parameters in order reduce the number of samples required
to solve the target task. For examples, [Finn et al., 2017]
proposes to train a common model, such that the model has
the maximal performance over all tasks while can be fast
adapted to a specific task through task-specific gradient updates. [Peng et al., 2017] proposed dynamic randomization
of the simulator to train the robot to adapt to the dynamic
changes of the object position in the physical world task, by
introducing LSTM to extract environment latent variables and
adjust its behavior accordingly. Comparing with to the above
studies, this work proposes to explicitly learn calibration actions for environment probing, which requires much fewer
environment steps compared with [Finn et al., 2017] and the
learned actions can be more informative compared with [Peng
et al., 2017]. [Pan et al., 2011].
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Derivative-Free Optimization

The Proposed Method

As illustrated in Figure 1, the self-evolution process of
POSEC needs the base policies, the regression model and the
calibration actions. These are obtained in the off-line training
stage consisted of three parts: training the base policies, optimizing the combination weights, and learning the calibration
actions and the regression model.
To support the learning of a set of diverse base policies, we
need to generate a range of environments. Therefore, we assume that the simulator is parameterized, and we can sample
environments from a distribution over the simulator parameters. A key assumption is, therefore, that the latent parameter
of the target environment is covered by the distribution. We
assume that the target environment can be realized by some
(unknown) parameter of the simulator.

3.1

Training Base Policies

We sample a set of environments by configuring the simulator with a randomly sampled parameter. Each environment corresponds to an MDP. We collect M1 environments,
{MDP1 , MDP2 , . . . , MDPM1 }. Any off-the-shelf policy
search algorithm can then be employed to train policies, each
for an MDP. As the result, M1 policies {π1 , π2 , . . . , πM1 }
have been obtained. These policies will serve as the base policies, and any further policy will be a combination of the base
policies with respect to a combination weight vector w,
X M1
wt
πw (a|s) =
πt (a|s).
P M1
t=1
t=1 wt
Here, we only consider a linear combination of the base policies. While a nonlinear combination is also feasible, the linear combination needs less samples to be estimated and may
be more robust.
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3.2

Optimizing Combination Weights

Algorithm 1 POSEC Training Process

We then draw another set of M2 environments
{MDP01 , MDP02 , . . . , MDP0M2 }, and solve the combination weights of the base policies on each environment. For
the i-th environment, the expected return JM DPi0 (·) is:
Z
JM DPi0 (w) =
Pπw (τ )R(τ )dτ,
τ

where Pπw (τ ) is the distribution about the combination policies πw over the trajectory τ = (s0 , a0 , s1 , a1 , ...).
We try to maximize the expected return to get the optimal
combination weights w∗ of the policy πw on this environment:
wi∗ = arg max JM DPi0 (w).
w

The optimization of w can be either by gradient ascent
methods since the objective is differentiable, or by derivativefree methods that solve the weights directly.

3.3

Optimizing Calibration Actions

After the above two steps, we have obtained a set
of base policies D = {π1 , π2 , . . . , πM1 }, and the
combination weights wi∗ for each of the environments
{MDP01 , MDP02 , . . . , MDP0M2 }. We are then to find the regression model and the calibration actions.
Given any fixed sequence of calibration actions A (initialized randomly), an agent executes the actions in its environment, and the outcome states after executing each of the action are concatenated as the feature vector of the environment,
denoted as F (MDP, A) where MDP is the environment and
A is the calibration actions.
When the environment feature vector is available, we
train a regression model to predict the optimal combination
weights from the feature vector. Because we learn from small
samples of combination weights, we use linear models to predict them. For the given actions A and all the M2 environments, consider the optimal linear regression as
θ∗ = arg min
θ

M2
X

kwi∗ − θT F (MDP0i , A)k2 ,

i=1

(A∗ , θ∗ ) = arg max
(A,θ)

M3 Z
X

Pπθ>F (MDP00 ,A) (τ )R(τ )dτ

i=1

i

4: return A∗ , θ ∗

Algorithm 2 POSEC Calibration Process
Input:
MDP: A new test environment.
Output:
πself-evolved : The combination of the base policies.
1: F (MDP, A∗ ) ← the feature vector of the environment
build from the states after every action in A∗ .
2: w ∗ ← the optimal weights predicted by the regression
model θ∗ from the features F (MDP, A∗ )
P M1 ∗
3: return πself-evolved (a|s) = t=1
wt πt (a|s)

(1)

i=1

where F (MDP0i , A) denotes the feature vector constructed
from the states in MDP0i after executing every action in A.
Using this regression model with the actions A, for any environment MDP, we now can obtain the combination weights
θ∗> F (MDP, A) of the base policies. The combined policy is
denoted as πθ∗>F (MDP,A) .
Note that the calibration actions A has not been optimized yet. The objective for solving A is that A can maximize the total reward of the combined policy on environments. To avoid overfitting, We again draw M3 environments, {MDP001 , MDP002 , . . . , MDP00M3 }, for solving A. The
total reward summed over these M3 environments is used for
the objective function. Thus the optimal calibration actions
are obtained by solving
M3 Z
X
∗
A = arg max
Pπθ∗>F (MDP00 ,A) (τ )R(τ )dτ
(2)
A

Input:
1
{MDPi }M
i=1 : the first batch of M1 environments;
0 M2
{MDPi }i=1 : the second batch of M2 environments;
3
{MDP00i }M
i=1 : the third batch of M3 environments;
Lrl : A policy search algorithm;
Lopt−w : Optimization algorithm for combination
weights w;
Lopt−A : Optimization algorithm for calibration actions;
Lreg : Optimization algorithm for regression coefficient;
I: Number of iterations.
Output:
A∗ : A sequence of the optimized calibration actions;
θ∗ : A regression model.
1: ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , M1 : πi ← the policy by running Lrl on
environment MDPi with I iterations.
2: ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , M2 : wi∗ ← the weights by running
Lopt−w on environment MDP0i .
3: Solve the calibration actions A∗ by Lopt−A and the regression model θ∗ by Lreg from the objective function

i
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It is clear now that we can evaluate the objective function
given the calibration actions. But the actions may be too
complex to solve by gradient ascent. We thus employ the
derivative-free optimization algorithm to solve the problem.
The derivative-free optimization algorithm uses a trial-anderror process. It samples different actions to try; learns from
the objective value of the actions for sampling better actions.
In the general case, the training process of the full algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1, and the calibration process
in Algorithm 2.

4

Experiments

We empirically evaluate POSEC, particularly, answering the
following questions:
• Q1: Can the learned calibration actions effectively extract features for the environment, and be better than
random actions? Is the number of the calibration actions
effect the performance?
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• Q2: How do the calibration actions act?
• Q3: Can the self-evolved policy serve as a better initial
policy for environment specific-refinement?

4.1

Experiment Settings

We employ three robotic arm controlling tasks that use Mujoco physics simulator from OpenAI Gym (https://gym.
openai.com). These three tasks are respectively called
Pusher, Striker and Thrower, that all their arms have 7 degree of freedom (DOF) and are illustrated in Figure 2. Each
of these three tasks has 23 dimensional state space and 7 dimensional action space. Specifically, the 23 dimensional state
space consists of the angles and velocities for each of the joint
of the robotic arms, the position and velocity of the end effector, and the position of the object being manipulated. The 7
dimensional action space refers to torques of the 7-DoF motor joints. Details of each task are listed below, where d()
denotes the euclidean distance.
• Pusher. The robotic arm pushes a cylinder onto a
coaster. Given the end-effector position w, the object
being manipulated position m, the goal position q, and
the action a. The reward function is
R(s, a) = −d(m, q) − 0.5d(m, w) − 0.1aT a.
• Striker. The robotic arm hits a ball to a target. Given
the end-effector position w, the object being manipulated position m, the goal position q, and the action a.
The reward function is
R(s, a) = −3d(m, q) − 0.5d(m, w) − 0.1aT a.
• Thrower. The robotic arm throws a ball into a box.
Given the ball hitting the ground position z, the goal position q, and the action a. The reward function is
R(s, a) = −d(z, q) − 0.002aT a.

(a) Pusher

(b) Striker

(c) Thrower

Figure 2: Experimental tasks, Pusher, Striker and Thrower. We
change the length of the robotic arm of these tasks to get different
environments.

For each task, we randomly change the robotic arm length
parameters to generate M1 = 100 different environments
(while the more the better), and then training base policies for these different environments using TRPO [Schulman et al., 2015], one of the best methods for the controlling tasks [Duan et al., 2016]. For the randomization,
variables r forearm link and r wrist flex link
are sampled from [0.1, 0.5], r upper arm link and
r elbow flex link are sampled from [0.2, 0.6], independently and uniformly at random. For each environment of
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each task, a base policy is trained, and all these 100 policies
are represented as neural networks with the same structure
(two hidden layers with 64 nodes). In the TRPO training process, we set the discount factor γ to be 0.99 and the number of
iteration to be 250. It needs to be noted that the discount factor will not affect the results, as it is part of the environment,
but not the algorithm parameter.
We then generate M2 = 20 different environments for each
task. The derivative-free optimization method SRACOS [Hu
et al., 2017] is employed to solve the combination weights
according to Eq.(1). We use the algorithm implementation
from https://github.com/eyounx/ZOOpt, with the
sample budget 250. Finally, we generate M3 = 20 environments to evaluate the regression model and the calibration
actions. We use SRACOS again to optimize the calibration
actions according to Eq.(2). The experiment codes are at
https://github.com/eyounx/POSEC.

4.2

Experiment Results

We address each of the three questions.
Q1) In order to investigate the effectiveness of the optimized calibration actions, we compare the mean reward on
a new batch of test environments. We run POSEC with 1,
5, and 10 calibration actions, and compare with POSEC using 1 random action. We also compare POSEC with the
LSTM approach [Peng et al., 2017] that is trained over the
M1 + M2 + M3 environments. The learning from scratch
method is also included as a reference, which is by training
the TRPO with 250 iterations (i.e., 2.5 million samples).
The results are shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that,
first, comparing POSEC with different number of calibration
actions, more actions lead to better performance consistently
in the three tasks. Meanwhile, more calibration actions result
in more environmental samples. Thus, the number should be
determined in applications. Second, comparing POSEC with
1 calibration action and POSEC with 1 random action, it is
clear that random action leads to much worse performance,
due to its non-informative outcome. Third, comparing with
the LSTM method, on Pusher and Striker methods, POSEC
with 1 calibration action has already been superior, and on
Thrower, 5 calibration actions is superior. Finally, on Pusher
and Striker, POSEC with 1 calibration action (thus 1 environmental sample) is better than TRPO using 250 million samples. On thrower, it is better than TRPO using 50 million
samples. This indicates that POSEC can have a strong performance with only a few environment samples.
Q2) We have recorded a demo showing how the calibration actions act. It can be watched at https://github.
com/eyounx/POSEC/raw/master/POSEC.m4v. We
also observe that the learned calibration actions are quite stable across repetitions of our experiments, leading to very
small variance. Three repetitions can also been observed in
the video.
Q3) We investigate further refinement training using TRPO
on each of the task, with the POSEC policy (5 calibration actions) as the initial policy. The results are shown in Figure 4.
We can observe that POSEC initial policies consistently lead
to the best performance in the three tasks. The LSTM method
is also effective, comparing with reinforcement learning from
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Figure 3: The performance comparisons of POSEC with different
actions, LSTM approach, and TRPO trained from scratch.

Figure 4: Comparison of refinement training from different initial
policies.

scratch. This enables the online training of the policy in applications in order to further improve the performance.

forcement learning approaches from scratch. Meanwhile, the
performance of the policies evolved by POSEC are strongly
competitive with baselines, including the policy learned from
scratch and the policy trained using LSTM for environment
adaptation. We hope this technique, as an effort towards
the learnware, would be helpful to learn policies in realworld expensive-to-train tasks. Meanwhile, the policy selfevolution under more general situations, such as the environments with different state and/or action spaces, is the focus of
our next research.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the POSEC (POlicy Self-Evolution
by Calibration) approach for fast policy self-evolution to fit
new environments. POSEC runs calibration actions in the
new environment, observes the outcome of the actions as
the features of the environments, and reuses the base policies to form the self-evolved policy. Experiments on three
robotic arm controlling tasks show that POSEC can effectively make the agent understand the environment through
the calibration actions, resulting in self-evolved policy with
good performance. Note that in this process, the robotic arm
in the new environment needs only execute a few (e.g. 5) actions, comparing with millions of samples required by rein-
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